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Either buy the standard edition or deluxe upgrade because this greedy company thinks that selling season 2 in parts is a good
business practice and if anyone buys season 2 in this format expect to pay $72 for 9 episodes which is honestly a abusrd
inflation of what it really is I would in my opinion stay away from any Overkill/Starbreeze products they have in recent news
have shown that they are a company who is really only about the quick buck.. I liked it.. This game is beyond horrible and there
are so many glitches. It's hard to progress because of this and several other factors. I was looking forward to customizing and
using all of the weapons but the weapons and attachments degrade so fast you can't even enjoy them. Now that the beta is over
the player count is so low. Missions are way too hard alone. It's so unbalanced you wouldn't believe it. I'm so bummed I wasted
my money preodering it months ago because i'm so broke and so is this game.. lot of Shooting in this map, can be a bit tricky in
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the Church section but overall not a bad DLC.. This mission didn't satisfy me . Please develop that zombies and humans.
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